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Legal Standard for the “Common Sense” Exemption Determination
[CEQA Guidelines, sec. 15061(b)]:



The Affected Environment

• The Project site and vicinity are within an “Air Pollution 
Exposure Zone” per SF Health Code sec. 3806

• Air pollutants: Toxic Air Contaminants (TACs) / Diesel 
Particulate Matter (DPM) from Delivery Trucks/Passenger 
vehicles [Source:  BAAQMD]



The Affected Environment

“estimated cumulative PM2.5 concentration is greater than 10 μg/m3 or where the estimated cumulative excess 

risk of cancer from air pollutants resulting from lifetime (70 year) exposure is greater than 100 in a million”
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The Project

= 14

Source: Applicant’s Consultant (ESA)

= 23

= 140 mins

= 230 mins

= 810 mins

Diesel-powered delivery trucks & TRUs emitting DPM



Source: Applicant’s Consultant (ESA)

Customer Vehicles – Former Best Buy

Customer Vehicles – Amazon/WholeFoods



Former Best Buy
(2017)

Amazon/Whole 
Foods

Total Trucks/Day 14 23

TRUs 0 23

Total Diesel 
Engine Idle Time

140 minutes/day 810 minutes/day

Diesel Truck Deliveries / TRU Idling Times (DPM emissions)

Former Best Buy
(2017)

Amazon/Whole 
Foods

Weekday trips 2,603 5,909

Saturday trips 2,603 10,265

Sunday trips 2,603 9,620

Annual VMT 2,590,235 8,032,349

Source: Applicant’s Consultant (ESA)

Customer Vehicle trips/VMT (+ associated air pollutant emissions)



Actual conditions
(2020)

Amazon/Whole 
Foods

Total Trucks/Day 0 23

TRUs 0 23

Total Diesel Engine 
Idle Time

0 minutes/day 810 minutes/day

Actual conditions
(2017)

Amazon/Whole 
Foods

Weekday trips 0 5,909

Saturday trips 0 10,265

Sunday trips 0 9,620

Annual VMT 0 8,032,349

Best Buy – CLOSED since 2017



Can we say “with certainty” that there is “no possibility” that 

emissions from Whole Foods delivery trucks/customer vehicles 

could increase the already elevated cancer risk in the APEZ?

Existing cancer risk – at least 100 excess cancers/million per APEZ designation

Added cancer risk - ?



Environmental Permitting Specialists (Sacramento)



• Omits TAC emissions from the thousands of daily customer 
vehicle trips

• CARB identifies TACs from passenger vehicles as the 3rd, 4th, 
5th, and 7th largest sources of inhalation cancer risk in 
California

• City's own citywide health risk assessment, cited by Amazon, 
includes TACs from gasoline-powered vehicles

• Assumes Best Buy still operating, in effort to show relatively 
small incremental contribution

• Best Buy closed for 3 + years.

• CEQA requires "baseline conditions" be existing conditions at 
time environmental review is commenced, not some 
hypothetical condition that no longer exists. CEQA 
Guidelines, sec. 15125(a).

Fundamental Errors in Applicant’s Oct. 30 screening level analysis:



1.  October 30, 2020 screening level analysis shows significant health impacts:

• Cancer risk from the Project by itself would very likely exceed the BAAQMD 

threshold of significance of 10 excess cancers per million population

• Project is in APEZ, an area in which BAAQMD and the City have identified an 

existing significant cumulative impact from all TAC sources, where existing risk 

is over 100 excess cancers per million

2. November 13, 2020 refined Health Risk Assessment corrects error’s in 

Applicant’s analysis, using same methodology.

• Assessment based on emissions from delivery trucks and customer/light duty 

vehicles** 

• First without subtracting Best Buy trips  significant impact

• Second after subtracting Best Buy trips  significant impact

EPS’s Two Analyses:

**Modeling assumptions, output files in EPS Technical Memo





• Increase health risk significant even if baseline conditions assume 

Best Buy still operating.

• Cancer risks to receptors on O'Farrell increase by over 10 excess 

cancers per million

• Cancer risk to “maximally exposed individual receptor” increase by 

over 18 excess cancers per million 

• Cancer risk to on-site childcare center, workers, equates to lifetime 

increase of over 25 excess cancers per million

• Regardless of baseline, project contributes to a significant 

existing cumulative impact under CEQA

• APEZ burdened with more than 100 excess cancers, any additional 

contribution is significant.

• Under BAAQMD CEQA Guidelines, significant cumulative impact

Findings







Conclusion:

Based on foregoing: can we say with certainty that there is no 

possibility whatsoever that the Amazon/Whole Foods will 

make the air less healthy for the people in the vicinity?

If there is any doubt or uncertainty, the Project does not 

qualify for the “common sense” exception from CEQA.

Remedy: Order an initial study

****************



“Common Sense”

• Area designated APEZ when Target and Best Buy were both 
in operation.

• Neighbors suffering excess cancer risk > 100/million

• Best Buy Closes in 2017

• Air almost certainly cleaner; cancer risk at least 
nominally reduced

• Now, applicant seeks not only to bring back that earlier risk, 
but to make it significantly worse.

• To find this Project exempt from CEQA based on “common 
sense” works a disservice to impacted residents.


